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Sopa Purépecha de Frijol ~ Purépecha Bean Soup 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beans 

1 cup dried pinto beans 

1 cup dried mayocoba beans* 

1/8 white onion 

Drizzle of olive oil 

10 cups of water 

1 TBSP salt (I like to use Himalayan sea salt because it doesn’t contain any anti-caking agents.) 

Remove any broken beans or debris from the beans and then rinse.    

Put the beans in a pressure cooker and fill with 10 cups of water. Drizzle about 2 teaspoons of olive 
oil into the water and add the white onion (no need to chop it). Cook on high until the pressure 
cooker starts to sputter and spin. Then lower the temperature so that the top rocks steadily and 
continues to spin and release steam. Cook for 40 minutes at the lower temperature. 

Alternatively, if you don’t have a pressure cooker, place the beans, water, oil, and onion in a 
medium-sized pot. Bring to a boil over medium heat. Lower the heat to a simmer, and let the beans 
cook partially covered for 1.5 hours or until soft.  
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When the beans are slightly cooled, use a blender to purée them. You will need to work in batches. 
You want to add both the cooking liquid and the beans to the blender. Blend until smooth and pour 
into a bowl. Once all of the beans are blended, add 1 TBSP of sea salt and stir.  

Sazón 

2 dried pasilla chiles* 

4 plum tomatoes, cut in half lengthwise 

2 cloves garlic, in their peel 

1/8 white onion 

1-2 tsp sea salt 

Remove the stems, veins, and seeds from the dried pasilla chiles.   

On a medium-hot comal/griddle, cook the chiles for about 1 minute on each side being sure not to 
burn them. They should smell fragrant, but not burnt. 

Put chiles in a bowl, cover with boiling water, and let soak for 30 minutes.  

On a hot comal/griddle (I like to line mine with foil because it makes clean up easier.), roast 
tomatoes, garlic, and onion until they just begin to blacken on all sides.  

Remove peels from garlic. Add garlic, onion, tomatoes, and rehydrated chiles to the blender. Blend 
until completely smooth (about 1 minute). You may need to add a little of the chile cooking water to 
loosen the blades.  

In a large pot, drizzle a few teaspoons of olive oil. Heat over medium heat until it begins to 
shimmer. Add the chile purée being careful to stand back because it will splatter. Wear an apron 
when you do this because it will likely splatter on your clothes. Cook the purée for about 10 minutes 
stirring constantly. 

Stir in the bean purée and bring mixture to a slow boil. Add an additional 1-2 teaspoons of sea salt 
to taste. Reduce heat to low and simmer for 30 minutes, stirring occasionally to allow flavors to meld.  

Tortilla Strips 

5 corn tortillas* 

Olive oil 

Sea salt 

Preheat the oven to 400°F.  

Cut tortillas in half, then crosswise into ¼-inch strips. Put the tortillas in a mixing bowl. Drizzle about 
1 TBSP of olive on them. Add salt to taste. 
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Cover with a piece of plastic wrap and shake until all of the strips are coated with oil and salt. 

Spread strips over a parchment-lined cookie sheet and bake for 15 minutes, turning after 8 
minutes. 

Set aside. 

Chile Strips 

1 dried ancho chile* 

Avocado or grapeseed oil 

Remove the stems, veins and seeds from the ancho chile. Wash and dry well since you will be 
putting this in oil. Any bit of water on the chile will cause the oil to spit up.  

Using kitchen scissors or a sharp knife, cut chiles lengthwise into thin, 1/8” strips.  

In a small frying pan on medium heat, heat avocado oil. Have a paper towel-lined plate and tongs 
ready.  

When the oil is hot, quickly add the chile strips. Fry for a MAXIMUM OF 10-15 SECONDS so that the 
chiles don’t burn. They tend to burn quickly and can taste unpleasant. Remove and place on paper 
towels to drain. 

The chile strips will still be somewhat soft and pliable.  

Garnish 

1-2 ripe avocados 

1 cup crumbled queso fresco 

Serve soup in bowls and garnish with tortilla strips, chile strips, chunks of avocado, and queso 
fresco.  

NOTES:  

 If you can’t find mayocoba beans, you can use an additional cup of pinto beans. Bayo or flor de 
mayo beans will also work.  

 Look for dried chiles in the Hispanic section of your grocery store or visit your local 
Mexican/Latin American market.  

 When possible look for organic, non-GMO corn tortillas. These can be hard to find, but they are 
worth seeking out. 

 
Recipe Source: Adapted from DeColonize Your Diet (a fantastic collection of healthy Mexican/Pre-
hispanic food) 
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